Strength in Numbers
“Yes.”
“Will You be in the lives of those
who choose Ascension?”
“Yes.”
This chapter will explain, most of
“Will You be in the lives of those
all, that God does not intend to harm
who choose not to Ascend?”
any Reptilians on or off the planet or
“No.”
anything they have created. As more
“Does Your presence in a being’s life
people Pray, the program used to zap
bring healing and many other lifeenergy will not be able to reach the
numbers who have learned about God’s sustaining benefits?”
“Yes.”
Prayer through the Internet. For more
than two thousand years, they [an invis- “Is every human on Earth part
ible group] have been able to harm those Reptilian?”
“Yes.”
who have attempted to compose and
“Is this unnatural due to the fact that
recite Prayers using God’s words—
You did not create reptiles?”
giving them control over Earth. God
wants to be in touch with everyone and “Yes.”
“Are reptiles an example of genetic
everything He has created. Through
deception and brute force, the invisibles tampering?”
“Yes.”
have removed God from life on Earth.
“Is there an invisible group of
Although the Reptilians would not
Reptilians who are in control?”
agree, He is their God. They have a
place on the Ascension path if they so “Yes.”
“Has this group also used genetics to
choose. To clarify this very critical
create life that is intended to frighten
issue, I asked,
humans?” [snakes, spiders, etc.]
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
“Have they also made genetic mistakes
“Does all life have the potential to
with negative consequences?”
Ascend?”
“Yes.”
“Yes.”
“Does this group intend to compell
“Does all life Ascend to the same
humans to alter genetics for them?”
place?”
“Yes.”
“No.”
“Is genetic tampering really a plan to
“Is it important for all beings to
remove You from the planet?”
choose Ascension?”
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“Yes.”
“Is their plan accelerating as we get
close to the Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Does this group hide?”
“Yes.”
“Is this group afraid?”
“Yes.”
“Is there any way to prove to them that
they do not need to be afraid?”
“Yes.”
“Should they watch to see the healing
that takes place in human/reptilians
who do Pray?”

Caduceus carved on a street sign in San Francisco
#5828209.
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“Yes.”
“Will they see examples of Your
healing power?”
“Yes.”
“Is this the best proof?”
“Yes.”
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feel the symbol is inappropriate for
medicine since it connotes theft, commerce, deception and death
Mark Amaru Pinkham’s Book!

No one has traced the use of Reptilian
Traces of Reptilians
symbolism more thoroughly than
Mark Amaru Pinkham in his book
David Icke, Barbara Marciniak,
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom pubBarbara Hand Clow and a few other
lished by Bear & Company. He names
Dragons in black ironwork line the fence around the
authors have been writing about the
outside of the Dakota Apartment Building where John the Nagas of India, the Lung Dragons
Reptilians for almost twenty years.
Lennon lived in New York City. Source: Wikipedia.
of China, the Amarus of Peru,
Bringers of the Dawn: Teachings from
the Quetzlcoatls and Kukulcans of
the Pleiadians, first published by Bear
twenty years, has called New York City Central America, the Serpent Clans
& Company in 1992, affectionately
and Tribe of North America, the
referred to Reptilians as “Lizzies” and a “Reptilian Capital” in one of her own Mesopotamian Annunaki, the Djedhi
books. Would New York, Paris and
says they are in charge of the planet.
of Egypt, Greece’s Serpent Goddess
other large cities have ironwork and
Major cities of the world are full of
[and children], Palestine’s Levites, and
stone carvings of reptiles if this were
clues that point to a Reptilian presence. not true? The fence around New York’s Britain’s Druids, as part of a worldwide
Barbara Hand Clow, a writer who ran
Dakota Apartment building where John dragon culture.
Bear & Company Publishing for over
Mark calls Europe a “Dragon Empire”
Lennon lived is decorated with dragand in veiled terms refers to America
ons. Ornate mail boxes displayed in
as the “New Land of the Phoenix.” The
New York’s residential buildings and
book promotes “serpent teachings” and
hotel lobbies contain carvings of a
caduceus. The caduceus, a short staff
with two intertwining snakes, has been
used as a symbol of commerce, postal
service, and ambassadorial positions
since the 16th century. Even though
the caduceus has nothing to do with
Hippocrates, the custom of using a
caduceus to symbolize medicine was
According to author M. Pinkham, Druids, who
Chimera overlooking Paris from the top of Notre Dame
launched in the fifteenth century when academia now accepts as builders of Stone Circles, are
Cathedral. Chimera monsters are fusions of several
Reptilian. Swinside Stone Circle is a very complete
different animals and some are fusions of humans and a printer named Johann Frobenius
example of a stone circle. It is located in the Southern
[1460-1527] used the symbol. Critics
animals #8148083.
Lake District National Park, England #623800.
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served as the priest kings and as
enlightened heads of mystery school
traditions. The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom recounts the history of these serpents—where they
orginally came from, why they
came, the secret wisdom they disseminated, and why they are returning now.

It has only been for the past forty years that academics
have realized that the Druids were the priests and
priestesses of the Stone Circles. Photo: Stonehenge,
England # 6227106.

offers steps for becoming a “serpent
of wisdom.” The book’s Appendix is
titled “Creation of the Universe from a
Primal Serpent” but does not mention
God. The book’s back cover copy provides a description of the content:
According to ancient records, the
patriachs and founders of the early
civilizations in Egypt, India, China,
Peru, Mesopotania, Britain, and the
Americas were colonizing Serpents
of Wisdom—spiritual masters associated with the serpent—who arrived in these lands after abandoning their beloved homelands and
crossing great seas. While bearing
names denoting snake or dragon
(such as Naga, Ling, Djedhi, Amaru, Quetzlcoatl, Adder, etc.), these
serpents oversaw the construction
of magnificent civilizations within
which they and their descendents
Part X, Chapter X

Now that I understand that there is a
group of Reptilians who have been
harming those who attempt to compose
and recite Prayers using God’s words
[for more than two thousand years], I
wondered if the founders of early civilizations were “Serpents” or whether
Serpents [aka Reptilians] conquered
pre-existing civilizations. I asked:

“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did the Reptilians found civilizations
in Egypt, India, China, Peru, Mesopotania, Britain and the Americas?”
“No.”
“Are Stone Circles evidence of
pre-Reptilian influence?”
“Yes.”
“Did the Reptilians cause the practice
of Prayer at Stone Circles to die out?”
“Yes.”
“Is it because they harmed those who
attempted to compose and recite
Prayers?”
“Yes.”
“Did the Reptilians invent all kinds of

Postage stamp from Prague, Czechoslovakia #7969423

rules for saying Prayers?”
“Yes.”

Gargoyle overlooking Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris
#3708131.
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Thanks to the Internet, hundreds or thousands of
people can learn how to say Prayers similar to the
ancients —and overwhelm the capabilities of the
Reptilians who have been insinuating themselves
between God and humans—for over two thousand
years #2306928

“Did they make sure that the rules were
impossible to follow?”
“Yes.”
“Was I fed details about many of the
rules at the start of the e-book project?”
“Yes.”
“With so much emphasis on rules—is it
easy to forget or be distracted from
what really matters in a Prayer?”
“Yes.”
“Does the Prayer that I composed
using Your action words work?”
“Yes.”
“Should it be considered an example of
a Prayer that works—and not the only
example?”
“Yes.”
“For now, is it important for many
people to say the Prayer—to increase
its power?”
Part X, Chapter X
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“Yes.”
“At some point, can others compose
and recite their own Prayers with [at
least] eleven other people?”
“Yes.”
The back cover copy of Mark Amaru
Pinkham’s book says that the Reptilians are back—but so are the ancients
who knew and understood how to Pray
to God using His words. This time,
they will not be as vulnerable as they
were when the Reptilians started their
attacks. Thanks to the Internet, thousands can say a Prayer that is similar
[in format] to the Prayers handfuls of
ancients said at one time.

from a small group who have managed
to control the entire planet based on
threats of harm to anyone who question zapping people who compose and
recite Prayers. I asked God:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Are the energy attacks controlled by a
program?”
“Yes.”
“Does the program have the capability
to simultaneously track more than one
person?”
“Yes.”
“Can it track twelve?”
“Yes.”

Energy Attacks are Programmed
During my trip to Wisconsin cities,
there were clues that energy attacks are
the result of scanning and some sort of
program that is used to pin point a
person’s locations. I’m guessing that it
is based on what is most likely a sophisticated version of today’s “fuzzy logic”
programs [artificial intelligence]. There
are also clues that the program depends
on auditory signals [e.g. my voice] or
repetitious behavior patterns in order to
locate me. Although it is possible that
the Reptilians could build something
more sophisticated—to handle the
tracking of thousands simultaneously—my guess is—that it is unlikely.
There are also clues that the attacks are

My experiences avoiding energy zapping make me
believe that a sophisticated scanner and program is
used to locate someone based on the colors they are
wearing, their actions or their voice imprint [and not
always a visual]. Based on the fact that I fooled the
program a few times—I believe it is limited #9131620.
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“Can the program track more than
twelve?”
“No.”
“Can the attackers develop something
that can track more than twelve?”
“Yes.”
“Will it take time?”
“Yes.”
“Do they presently have the capability
to track several dozen?”
“No.”
“Will the Internet provide swift communication for hundreds or thousands
to say the Prayer all-at-once?”
“Yes.”
“Is this much more power than the
ancients used in their Prayer circles?”
“Yes.”
During my road tour, there were also
clues that the program is not able to
instantly respond to abrupt changes in
plans. On two or three occasions when
I turned off the highway—and headed
toward an alternate city at a SOLID
mixed energy latitude, the attacks
subsided for quite some time. Tactically, it seemed to require time to
move the energy [STS energy] it used
against me, again, pointing to limitations in the program.
Understanding Red and Blue
The Matrix popularized the expressions Blue Pill and Red Pill and everyone thinks of the Wachowski brothers’
film as sci-fi. Strangely, Morpheus’
Part X, Chapter X
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As the sun rises, rays shine through standing stones in
the world’s stone circles. There are thousands of stone
circles located around the world—including Japan
#7233221.
I don’t know why, but a street address that has a
12-compatible number is more stable than an address
with a non-12-compatible number. Number 15 is a
12-compatible number because the numbers add up
to a 6. Other examples of welve-compatible numbers
include 2, 3, 4, and 9 #9426606.

description of the two colors has aspects that are true. Here’s Morpheus’
description of the effects of the two
pills [to Neo] from the movie:

two colors may require some effort—
especially if you have never taken or
don’t remember what you learned in
chemistry class.
Consider that Neo took the Red Pill.
His choice (according to Morpheus)
was between truth of reality (red) and
the ignorance of illusion (blue).
In chemistry class, litmus paper is used
to test whether a solution is acid or
alkaline. Acids release hydrogen ions
in solution and alkaline bases release
hydronium ions.
Important key:
Acids stimulate and bases put you to
sleep. With God’s help, I discovered
that implants that are sprayed in my
direction are alkaline (blue). When I
use white vinegar on a wash clorth
(acid) to wipe off an area on my skin
where I feel a “zap,” neutralization
occurs.

You take the blue pill, the story
ends, you wake up in your bed and
believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you
stay in Wonderland, and I show
you how deep the rabbit hole goes.
I believe that red and blue are the key
to understanding how to survive Reptilian energy attacks and it involves
chemistry. Remembering or understanding the difference between these

Litmus paper turns an acid solution red and an
alkaline solution blue #715705.
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it contrary to human biochemistry. It is
just one of several ingenius methods
Science uses the expression ‘pH” to
that the Reptilians have used to overdescribe the acidity ot basicity [aka
whelm humans and put them to sleep.
alkalinity] of a solution. The term pH
In a laboratory, when litmus paper
has been around since 1909 and was
turns red, the solution is acid and when
first used by a Danish scientist named
it turns blue, it’s alkaline. You cannot
Søren Peder Lauritz Sørensen. While
modern scientists say that pH stands for use litmus paper to test the pH of food
“potential hydrogen,” Sorenson said it like you do in the laboratory. The critical characteristic of food that will be
stood for “The Power of Hydrogen.”
important in fighting off energy attacks
And, as we’ll discover, hydrogen is
is whether it is:
VERY powerful!!
Memorize The pH of Foods

In a nutshell, you need hydrogen ions
that are generated by acid-forming
foods [stimulants] to neutralize the
hydronium ions in alkaline energy zaps
[sleep-forming]. You also need hydrogen ions to counteract the increasing
number of alkaline substances in our
environment [e.g. parasites, pollution,
heavy metals]. This is not new—nor is

All of nature responds to pH. Hydrangea blossoms are
red or blue depending on minerals that they take up
from the soil #3909453.
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Acid-forming
Alkaline forming

This subject is confusing and the foods
that you will need to neutralize alkaline energy from Reptilian attackers
will need to me memorized. For example, most people think lemons are acidforming when in fact, they are strongly
alkaline-forming. All fruits and vegetables are alkaline forming. In theory,
fruits and vegetables are healthy foods
but they are not a source of much-needed hydrogen ions that may be obtained
from acid-forming foods.
In addition, all acid-forming foods are
not the same. Some foods are mildly
acid-formng others are strong acidforming.
Many authors who have written
books about the pH of foods in recent
years have made mistakes. Herman
Aihara’s book, Acid & Alkaline

Paul Bragg wrote a book about apple cider vinegar’s
important health-giving properties decades ago and
it is still availabile in most health food stores. His apple
cider .vinegar is starting to appear in supermarkets.
The vinegar is unfiltered, it is made from organic
apples and aged in wooden vats. For more details,
see: www.bragg.com.

[5th edition, 1986] has accurate information and contains helpful
charts that will help you learn the
pH values of foods.
For the last several weeks, I have not
even bothered to eat anything that is
not acid-forming. The hydrogen ions
neutralize the alkalinity in the Reptilian energy attacks and they are also
used in important energy pathways in
the body. Examples include the conversion of adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) to adenosine-5’-triphosphate
(ATP) that been called the cell’s
6
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and author Dr. Bruce Lipton [Biology
of Belief] calls the “battery of the cell.”
Alkalinity causes Deterioration

In the 1930s, Dr. Carey Reams, a medicl doctor and agronomist, identified
what he called “anionic conditions”
that Dr. Alexander Beddoe has recorded in his book, Biological Ionization
as Applied to Human Nutrition.
To maximize the amount of potassium absorbed from Anions are negatively charged ions—
peanut butter and apple cider vinegar, try NOT to eat
much like the hydronium ions that deprocessed flour—that will deplete the supply of
fine an alkaline solution. Beddoe’s list
potassium #5150589.
of [alkaline] anionic conditions include:
parasites, acne, arthritis, slow digestion, breakdown of discs in the back,
“energy currency.” Another is gluconeogenesis or the conversion of various body odor, deminerialization of bones,
carbon sources into glucose for energy dental decay, ear deterioration, fever,
use. Peanut butter is the main food that gall stones, lung problems, headache,
I eat—since I am still under attack. It’s heart stress, hot flashes, lower GI gas,
mental confusion, moody/depression,
acid-forming and has many different
minerals. I also try to drink water with a muscle soreness, and increased skin
pigmentation.
“splash” of apple cider vinegar several
times a day. Braggs apple cider vinegar It has been hard to convince people in
the alternative health community that
is the best you can buy. It is unfiltered
“alkaline for health” is a direction that
and they sell gallons in high-density
is incorrect. Dr. Theodore Baroody’s
polyethylene [HDPE] containers.
Alkalize or Die and Dr. Sherry Rogers’
It is important not to eat foods made
Deotxify or Die both say that alkalinity
from refined flour that interferes with
is healthy. In contrast, Hulda Clark, a
the absorption of potassium found in
much more thorough researcher, says
apple cider vinegar and peanut butter.
polonium, nickel and parasites are
Potassium is a mineral that is also important for energy production—specifi- south-polarizing [a reverse and unnatucally, the the cell membrane’s sodium- ral direction] the tissues of the body
potassium pump that cellular biologist that are slowly becoming alkaline.
Fritz Popp, a German biophysicist, who
Part X, Chapter X

Peanuts are high in protecin [27%] that is needed for
tissue repair, they provide monounsaturated fat that
the body uses for energy, they are a source of dietary
fiber, they contain 13 Vitamins [including A, B group, C
and E] and 26 minerals including calcium and iron
#4608179.

is considered to be the father of biophotons, also sees the change in polarity in cells that Hulda sees and says
that in chronic disease states, cells
reverse their polarity.

White wash cloths dampened with white vinegar may
be used to neutralize areas of the body that have been
zapped with negative alkaline energy.
7
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friends brought—including peanut
butter. Peanut butter was the most controversial food in my shopping bag that
the nurses kept behind their station.
While a few staff members and several
patients were interested in the brand [as
well as a taste], two of the nurses
seemed determined to make it completely inaccessible. One nurse in particular, kept talking about the peanut
butter ban at the hospital. When I
All animals love peanuts including this Red-Bellied
spoke to two dieticians [Mary HahlWoodpecker #8479007.
weck and Barb L who would not give
me her last name], I asked why peanut
The mental confusion in Carey Reams’ butter, a food that is so dense with nulist of anionic conditions may have hit trition for health and energy, could
college students. On June 3, 2009, CBS possibly be banned. They said that
many years ago, someone choked on a
News aired a story called “Attention
Deficit [ADHD] Drugs Sweeping Col- bite of a peanut butter sandwich and
that the rule had followed. They both
lege Campuses” and reported that
twenty-five percent of college students talked apologetically about the rule and
said that they knew that the hospital
are depenedent on ADHD drugs to
function. A shortage of hydrogen ions should re-visit the decision that kept
needed to produce energy is the prob- such a valuable food from patients who
could benefit from the nutrition.
lem and the mental confusion that it
causes can be fixed with food. Peanut When the dieticians asked me what
butter and apple cider vinegar are two foods I eat or don’t eat, I explained that
very benign foods that students could I avoid GMOs and processed food.
easily eat—to obtain energy from
When Mary Hahlweck heard me say
hydrogen ions!
“GMO,” she said, “What’s a GMO?”
Her question shot chills down my back
What About Allergy to Peanuts?
considering she holds a position as
As I mentioned in Chapter 6, the staff decision maker—and selects food for
at Unit 43B where I was taken after my patients to eat.
illegal arrest, made it increasingly dif- George Washington Carver [1864ficult for me to access the food that my 1943], an American scientist, botanist,
Part X, Chapter X
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Many people avoid peanut butter due to a fear of
peanut allergy. Philadelphia journalist Meredith
Brouddard debunked claims that “up to 200 deaths
per year” occur from food allergies and discovered
that the exaggerated stat istic came from a marketing
group at Dey Pharmaceuticals, makers of the EpiPen
adenaline injector prescribed to millions of food
allergy patients.

educator and inventor found over 300
uses for the peanut and published over
105 peanut recipes for the Tuskegee
Institute while he was the Argicultural
Director.
In the December 17, 2008 edition of
the Huffington Post, a Philadelphia
journalist named Meredith Broussard
debunked the panic over food allergies
causing deaths in the United States by
asking the question, “How many people really die of food allergies?” Her
research revealed that the statistic used
over and over in articles about food
8
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allergies [“up to 200 deaths per year”]
is actually much smaller [11 deaths].
Meredith discovered that the exaggerated statistic came from a media resource kit [aka press release] from the
Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network, a lobbying and educational
group headed by a marketing executives at Dey Pharmaceitcals, makers of
the EpiPen adrenaline injector [which
is prescribed to millions of food allergic patients]. At the conclusion of her
article, Meredith says, “It’s time for
journalists and doctors to stop using
FAAN’s exaggerated statistic.”

Heinz is one of several companies that distills white
vinegar [aka acetic acid] from grain.
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The Milwaukee County Behavioral
Health Division Hospital where I was
taken after my illegal arrest [See:
Chapter 6] is in the mental health business and it is not in their best interest to
investigate food choices that provide
energy.
Hydrogen Ions From White Vinegar
Hydrogen ions are as important outside
your body as they are on the inside.
“Neutralization” of alkaline implants
from Reptilian energy spraying can
take place in a tub of hot water with 2
or 3 cups of white vinegar, or by washing an area of your body with a wash
cloth dampened with white vinegar. I
did not figure out the wash cloth solution until half way through my road
trip. I discovered that a vinegar wash
cloth to wipe off my face, hands and
arms works very well and I do not need
to take off taped papers with God’s
name [my Mezuzah/Tefillin]. Gallons
of white vinegar are sold at every supermarket [and Wal-Mart] and I use
white wash cloths that can be re-dampened with white vinegar stored in a
small HDPE bottle. White vinegar as a
cleaner also neutralizes any build-up of
hydronium ions on dishes, clothing and
surfaces in the home. At one point in
my travels, I also dampened towels to
wick hydrogen ions into the air—something that can also be done with a spray
bottle at home. There is very definitely

Clayton Tedeton’s Miracle II formula can be used to
neutralize negative alkaline energy.

a neutralization effect that occurs when
white vinegar is sprayed [or wicked]
into a room.
Distilled white vinegar can also be
consumed but it has a flavor that is a
little harsher than apple cider vinegar.
It’s used in marinades, pickling and
salad dressings. Many recipes that use
white vinegar include lemon juice,
mustard, green onion and garlic. I
avoid alkaline-forming foods such as
lemon juice [pH needs to be carefully
studied]. I also avoid mustard, onion
and garlic because Hulda Clark says
these foods feed the Fasciolopsis Buski
parasite that she sees in all cancer patients.
Miracle II’s Neutralization Effect
I’ve also noticed that a dilute solution
of Clayton Tedeton’s Miracle II soap
9
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Photo showing chemtrails in black and white [blue is a
tranquilizing color for me and for readers!]. More and
more local TV stations are questioning the patchwork
patterns that linger in the sky. In 2007, KLSA News in
Louisiana tested chemical residue from chemtrails and
found barium, a chemical that depresses the thyroid
[See: http://www.truthnews.us/?p=845].

sprayed into a room—neutralizes negative alkaline energy.
I did not totally appreciate the neutralization effect of Clayton’s formula
[Miracle II] until I was on the road and
needed something to counteract severe
zappings. I’ve known that Miracle II
can be ingested from a doctor client of
mine who told me that it killed parasites. On one occasion, when was hit
with a rather brutal force, I drank a
diluted quantity of Clayton’s formula
and I could immediately feel it calm the
energy in my body. As a result of the
discovery, I carry a dropper bottle of
diluted Miracle II. Brown glass dropper
Part X, Chapter X
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bottles may be ordered on the Internet
or re-cycled from other liquid products.
My dropper bottle used to hold Lugol’s
Dark
solution from J.Crow’s. I use my penduBlue
lum to determine how many drops to
add to a liquid and it is usually never
less than forty-eight.
During my road trip, I saw chemtrails
that were much larger than any I have
Dark blue trucks passed me on the highway between
ever seen. In spite of the fact that I kept cities and I’d feel a “zap” as they passed [color not
the windows of my car shut, I had to
shown here—so the photo does not “zap” me or
breathe the polluted air from the chem- readers!] #9512442
icals and I also felt the scratchy throat
that so many people report. Clayton’s
formula also helped me recover from
The “red” would make a sweep—and the
the chemtrail downpour.
blue vehicles were involved in the zap. To
check my theory, I asked:
Attackers Use Red as a Collector
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
On my road trip along the highway, I
wondered where and how the attackers “Does the attacker use red as a magnet
where gathering the “STS” or alkaline to scoop up negative energy to hurl in
my direction?”
spray that would hit me as a burst of
“Yes.”
energy. I had always regarded red as a
“safe” color during the day—due to its “Are large vehicles such as semis
association with hydrogen ions and did required for this sweep?”
“No.”
not mind seeing red cars and trucks
pass mine. Then I realized that red
Primary colors are ubiquitous and they
AND blue vehicles were both close
are almost impossible to avoid. Fortuwhenever I felt an attack. The large
nately, a significant sized red and blue
blue ones were definitely being used as object is required for this magnetic
some sort of storehouse of alkaline ions sweep and loading of energetic “amo.”
[“amo”]. Suddenly it hit me—the red
vehicles were being used as giant mag- “Is a car a minimum size object
required to do this?”
nets or collectors of the negative ions.
“Yes.”
10
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Red

Red trucks always accompanied dark blue trucks [color
not shown here—so the photo does not “zap” me!].
I’m guessing that reds are “collectors” of energy and
blues are vehicles whose energy is used to “zap.”
#2931210.

Although the mechanism used to zap
me is too advanced for me to understand, I thought that a pair of sun
glasses with red lenses might shield
me from zapping that used large blue
vehicles.
“Did the red lenses help shield my eyes
from the blue vehicles?”
“Yes.”
“Did it block it entirely?”
“No.”
I’ve also noticed attacks after talking
to certain people on the phone—or,
after hearing a motor on the property
where I live.
“Have the attackers also used sound as
a frequency to send harmful energy?”
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X

To protect yourself from Reptilian energy attacks, you will need a combination of Prayer, food chemistry and the
Mezuzah. The biggest challenges will
be experienced by those who begin to
Pray right away. In spite of the challenges and energy zaps, there is healing that
occurs immediately. The Ascension is a
few short years away and the benefits
are very much worth the effort!
In this entry, I will review the limitations of the Mezuzah as well as mistakes that I have made managing
energy.
Mezuzahs Do Not Block Nature
Reptilians are powerful, advanced
beings who understand Earth and its
energy. With their genius, they have
figured out how to use elements in
nature as weapons: the frequencies of
primary colors [mostly red and blue
and also green—as well as some
yellow], sound and negative earth energy that Discoveries of a Dowser
author Käthe Bachler calls “geopathic.” The Mezuzah, which is energy
associated with God’s name, is only
effective against unnatural weapons
such as implants, programming, spells
and other harmful elements that I refer
to as “unnamed” in the revised version
of the Prayer. God’s energy cannot be

Latex gloves are a pain to wear–but they shield the
body from harmful interdimensional energy. Only the
left hand needs to be covered during the day and the
right hand should be covered between Sun Down and
Sun Rise. During the 15 minutes of the changing of the
light [e.g. Sun Rise or Sun Down], I put the additional
glove on and then remove the one I don’t need when
the Sun event is over.

used to stop anything natural that He
has created. The fact that the Reptilians developed this “workaround” is
very impressive.

Within days afer I returned from my
road trip, I realized I had learned two
important lessons about the primary
colors that the Reptilians were using
as a “zapping” frequency: First, the
energy can travel through walls [discovered in Fond du Lac] and second,
the Mezuzah is not a shield for natural
frequencies [e.g. color and geopathic
energy] that are being used to harm.
The second lesson was determined
when I placed a green camping mattress inside my “Mezuzah room”
11
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thinking that the energy of God’s name
might cancel the “zap.” I was anxious
to sleep on something softer than a
hard floor and I decided to see
if I would be shielded from green that
zaps me. The Mezuzah did not shield
me—and the experience helped me
understand the limitation of the
Mezuzah.
Months ago, when I first taped God’s
name on the walls of my apartment, I
also discovered that the Mezuzah is
only a shield for unnatural 3D energy
and it will not shield the body from
interdimensional zaps. I accidentally
discovered that rubber shields what I
call “interdimensional energy.” A latex
rubber glove worn on the left hand
during the day and on the right hand at
night, provides a minimal amount of
protection from this “other” energy.
The same type of protection is also
obtained from wearing rubber soles on
the feet. Without it, there is a subtle
draining effect that can build up and

The God energy that I generated saying a Prayer [at
Sun Rise and Sun Down] inside a dense “Mezuzah”
room created a Yin/Yang effect that pulled geopathic
energy into the location where I said my Prayer.
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build up—leaving youe very depleted.
Wearing a rubber glove is challenging
—especially if you need to be around
other people. I really dislike wearing
latex [powder-free to avoid chemicals]
gloves particularly since the weather is
getting warm. Larger, thicker gloves
are more comfortable but they’re so
bulky, it’s hard to type or do other
work. When I need to wear a latex
glove in public, I have decided that
protecting my energy is more important than worrying about what people
think. When asked, I explain that my
hand is very sensitive and that I need a
glove to protect it.

Yin-Yang effect that I decribed in
Chapter 1.
God Will Respond to Emergencies

As I have described in the previous
chapter, I have used four of the most
powerful God action words in a short
Prayer for help that I say over and over:
Dear God,
Please Out, Block, Remove,
Restore
[over and over and over]
I could not have survived the energy
attacks at the Milwaukee hospital if it
weren’t for this short Prayer that I often
Try To say Prayers outside a Mezuzah had to say through the night. When the
attack energy built up around my bed
Recently, I have noticed what I suspect at the hospital, the third shift did not
is geopathic energy inside the Mezuseem to mind that I left my room and
zah room that I created in my home [an slowly walked around the hall blotting
enclosed area papered with pages con- my neck and arms [with a white vintaining columns of God’s name on six egar wash cloth] when I felt a zap—and
sides]. Geopathic energy is uncomfort- reciting the Prayer. To verify that it
able current that I can feel in my feet,
works, I asked:
head and eyes. I realized that it’s a
“Does my longer Prayer fix problems
mistake to say my Prayer inside a room on the planet?”
that is papered with God’s name. The
“Yes.”
combined energy of His name on the
“Does the short version help me in an
paper—as well as the energy that is
emergency?”
generated when I recite the Prayer is
“Yes.”
magnetically attracting opposite en“Is the format correct?”
ergy [STS] up from the ground much
“Yes”
the same way that it did in my former
“Do You know what to fix?”
apartment building. This is due to the
“Yes.”
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